THE COHORT

NEXT WAVE is a 9-month professional training programme focused on the cinephilia of the
future and the development of international film markets: How can film sales, distribution, and
traditional exhibition models, alongside streaming and festivals, respond to the challenges present in the film markets of the 21st century?
Throughout each edition NEXT WAVE brings together young professionals from the areas
of sales, distribution, exhibition, festivals, and marketing, who are willing to gain in-depth
knowledge of the industry, build a professional network, collaborate and develop their own
strategies for future film markets.
NEXT WAVE is a unique post-graduate-level programme that aims to foster collaboration within
the different industry branches while responding to the rapid transformation of audio-visual
markets in the digital age.
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HEAD OF PROGRAMME
LYSANN WINDISCH
Lysann managed and programmed various film festivals and arthouse cinemas in Munich and Berlin for several years before joining
the Sino-European producers' association “Bridging the Dragon” as partnership and liaison manager. Since 2019, she has been
running the NEXT WAVE training programme at the Academy of Film and Television in Berlin (DFFB). In 2020, she also assumed
responsibility for MUBI’s marketing activities in Germany. She is co-founder and owner of ANZENGRUBERIN, a collective café/bar
and creative co-working space in Berlin-Neukölln.
“Considering the current developments and on-going shifts in audience behaviour, which have now been accelerated to an
even greater degree by the COVID-19 pandemic – a challenge not exclusive to the film industry, but one impacting cultural
sectors across the board – it seems more important than ever to reflect on how to rethink the traditional value chain and
engage audiences across multiple platforms. The NEXT WAVE programme is perfectly situated and conceived to do just
that, offering a great opportunity for young professionals to develop their own ideas of what the future might look like. It is a
challenging endeavour, and yet absolutely necessary. (Re)building the future will always be a collaborative act, demanding
an open-minded and creative environment, which is what we aim to provide.”

ADVISORY BOARD

BOBBY ALLEN
Bobby Allen has over 20 years of experience in the global
film and entertainment business. Currently he is the senior vice
president of content for MUBI, where he is responsible for all
programming, content and editorial. He is also leading MUBI’s move into theatrical distribution and production.
Before joining MUBI he was an independent film producer
and the VP of sales and acquisition at Celluloid Dreams. Before that he was head of production at MTV Films Europe, head
of acquisitions at Film Four and has held senior executive positions in international film sales and acquisitions at companies
such as PolyGram Film International and Lionsgate.
From 2019 Bobby has been fully focussed on building MUBI’s production business starting with Executive Producing
and financing “Port Authority” which premiered in Cannes Un
Certain Regard and developing and co-producing “Mon Legionnaire” by Rachel Lang.

MADDY PROBST
Maddy Probst is an experienced producer of film events, talent and people with extensive experience of advocating for
the cinema sector regionally, nationally and internationally. She is a Managing Producer at Watershed in Bristol UK,
leading on cinema projects such as Cinema Rediscovered;
Film Hub South West as part of BFI FAN, and oversees talent development activity including a new regional arm of the
UK wide BFI NETWORK. She has been involved in Europa
Cinemas for over a decade, leading on several international
Europa Cinemas Audience Development Labs and became
Vice-President in 2014 which has given her a real insight into
the European landscape.

STEN-KRISTIAN SALUVEER
MATTHIJS WOUTER KNOL
Matthijs Wouter Knol has been the director of the European
Film Market (EFM) since 2014. Since 2001, Matthijs Wouter
Knol worked as creative producer and in 2006 he co-produced with Arte the digital edition of the re-mastered works of
Dutch documentarian Johan van der Keuken. In 2007, Matthijs
started working for the International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (IDFA), in the co-production and sales markets
and the IDFAcademy training programme, initiating the IDFAcademy Summer School.
From 2008 to 2014 he was programme manager of Berlinale
Talents. At the helm of the EFM since 2014, Matthijs has been
adapting the world’s second-largest film market to the quickly
changing film industry. Serving the diversity and breadth of
requirements for its different participant groups, the EFM offers
a variety of industry platforms such as Berlinale Series Market,
EFM Horizon, the Berlinale Africa Hub and DocSalon.

Sten-Kristian Saluveer is an Estonia/Japan based audiovisual
curator, producer, and content & technology entrepreneur
focusing on bridging Asia with Europe. He is the founder of
Storytek – a vertical focused mediatech accelerator and innovation agency bringing together deep audiovisual and mediatech sector creativity, knowledge, technology and funding
with a selection of hand-picked global tech entrepreneurs,
storytellers & content creators, and investors. He is also programming the Innovation track NEXT at the Marché Du Film
of the Festival de Cannes. Sten frequently consults local and
international organizations on creativity, technology and Asia
including the Estonian Ministry of Culture, Startup Estonia, and
the European Commission. He recently co-authored the report
for the industrial media & technology strategy for Europe by
Special Adviser Klossa to the Vice President, Digital Single
Market, Andrus Ansip.
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MENTORS
MICHAEL ARNON
Born and raised in San Francisco, CA, Michael studied political science, French literature, media and culture in Berkeley
and Paris. Michael worked for Paris based sales agents
Celluloid Dreams, Le Pacte and Coproduction Office before
partnering with Gordon Spragg and Laurin Dietrich at WOLF PR.
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Launched in early 2010, WOLF PR is a Berlin based boutique PR and Marketing firm specialised in helping filmmakers
effectively communicate and achieve their vision. WOLF‘s
approach encompasses the entire production cycle: from
overcoming initial obstacles to getting a new project noticed
to preparing completed films for launch at major international
film festivals.

JOHANNA KOLJONEN
Johanna Koljonen is a media industry analyst, broadcaster
and experience designer. She is the author of the Göteborg
Film Festival’s annual Nostradamus Report, which charts the
near future of the screen industries with a focus on scripted
content. She lectures internationally on changes in the media
sector, as well as on participation and narrative design for
games and experiences in analogue and virtual spaces. She
serves on the board of the Swedish Film Institute. In 2011, she
received the Swedish Grand Journalism Award in the Innovator category. Her latest book is “Larp Design: Creating RolePlay Experiences”.

MARIKA KOZLOVSKA
Based in Vienna, Marika consults closely with international film institutions, producers, production companies, sales
agents, film festivals and filmmakers. She designs, plans and
prioritises their film market strategies according to their needs
and available resources. Among her clients there are renewed companies like Cinema do Brasil, peacefulfish, IMCINE
and other. She’s been involved as a strategy and marketing
consultant for Eurimages, Puglia Experience and various film
commissions. Since July 2019 she’s a member of the fiction film
jury at the Zürich Film Fund.
Her approach – strategy before action!

ERWIN M. SCHMIDT
Erwin M. Schmidt is the co-founder of Berlin-based Cinemathon, an open source initiative introducing tech driven innovation to the film industry. He is also the Managing Director
of the German Producers’ Association Produzentenverband.
Erwin studied film production and has worked in production,
international distribution, and film festivals. He is genuinely interested in innovation strategies, technology at large and its
impact on storytelling and particularly intrigued by new narrative formats and new distribution channels.

lorna@morethan-films.com
morethan-films.com
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UNEXPECTED
LORNA BÖSEL
STAR WARS EPISODE IV
GEORGE LUCAS
THE ROYAL TENENBAUMS
WES ANDERSON
SPIRITED AWAY
HAYAO MIYAZAKI
ON BODY AND SOUL
ILDIKÓ ENYEDI
TONI ERDMAN
MAREN ADE

Lorna graduated with a degree in communication and cultural management before starting her career at the Berlinale. As programme manager
of the Competition & Special section and a member of the Series selection
committee as well as the festival directors’ office, she has been involved in
negotiating and curating these programs and had the opportunity to gain
exclusive insight into running, financing, and managing one of the biggest
film festivals in the world. She is currently working on a report treating the
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the film industry and on a business
model for MORETHAN, a collaborative international agency.

PERSONA
INGMAR BERGMAN
A SWEDISH LOVE STORY
ROY ANDERSSON
WHALE RIDER
NIKI CARO
MOONLIGHT
BARRY JENKINS
IT FELT LIKE LOVE
ELIZA HITTMAN

EMMA CAVIEZEL
Emma Caviezel has five years of experience in VoD, festivals, and
international sales in Sweden and the UK. She spent the past four
years at Göteborg Film Festival and its streaming service Draken
Film, and attended professional training at the Locarno Industry
Academy, the Independent Cinema Office, and Eurovod, before
joining NEXT WAVE, where she is also working on developing
the collaborative agency MORETHAN. Emma holds a degree in
international relations from the University of Edinburgh. Although
originally from Nyon, Switzerland, she has been based in Sweden
since 2016.

CURIOSITY
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kika@kikaskino.com

»In the darkness of the cinema

(anonymous, populated, numerous - oh, the boredom, the frustration of
so-called private showings!) lies the very fascination of the film (any film)«
Roland Barthes, Leaving the Movie Theater (1975)
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GETT: THE TRIAL OF VIVIANE AMSALEM
RONIT & SHLOMI ELKABETZ

rcittanova@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rcittanova/

THE ACT OF KILLING
JOSHUA OPPENHEIMER
MELANCHOLIA
LARS VON TRIER
CARO DIARO
NANNI MORETTI
LA BELLE ET LA BÊTE
JEAN COCTEAU

POSSIBILITIES
RAPHAËLLE CITTANOVA
Raphaëlle Cittanova holds a master’s degree in economics and management of cultural products from Sorbonne University (Paris). She has worked for more than four years as a production
assistant/manager in several arthouse production companies in France (Elzévir, La Générale de
Production, Les Films du Poisson) and as a freelancer for TV in Germany. Working on projects
ranging from documentaries and features to new media, she developed a strong interest in the
manifold possibilities for forging connections between films and audiences. She is currently working on the research project Kino Prototype.
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tomas@cineanimal.com

TOMÁS CORTÉS ROSSELOT
Panamanian-Chilean filmmaker, began shooting documentaries and experimental videos in Panama from the age of 14. Now at 29, has studied
a Cinematography degree at the Universidad del Cine in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. Has produced several audiovisual projects such as the animation “La Cucarachita Mandi”, “Panquiaco“ and currently producing “El
Brujo“, the first Panamanian animated feature film that will be released in
2021. Currently lives in Panama City and works as a producer for feature
films and executing the alternative exhibition project MICROCINE, led by
the filmmakers collective ANIMAL, where he is a co-founder.

LIDIA DAMATTO MOREIRA
Lidia studied social communications, filmmaking, and entertainment in
Brazil and the USA, and took part in the workshops Berlinale Talents and
Locarno Industry Academy. She has experience in film development and
production, as well as in the production and programming of film festivals,
having worked at Ambush Entertainment, the São Paulo International Film
Festival, Ambulante California, and the Hollywood Brazilian Film Festival.
Since 2015, Lidia has worked for international sales label FiGa Films as
a manager of sales, acquisitions and festivals, attending international film
markets and acting as an invited consultant at pitch forums, as well as film
development and post-production labs.

THE GENERAL
BUSTER KEATON, CLYDE BRUCKMAN
SINGING IN THE RAIN
GENE KELLY, STANLEY DONEN
BARREN LIVES
NELSON PEREIRA DOS SANTOS
JEANNE DIELMAN, 23,
QUAI DU COMMERCE, 1080 BRUXELLES
CHANTAL AKERMAN
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lidia@morethan-films.com
morethan-films.com

WONDER

»Cinema is my home. I think
I’ve always lived in it.«
Agnès Varda

THE HEADLESS WOMAN
LUCRÉCIA MARTEL
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IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE
WONG KAR WAI
SUBARNAREKHA
RITWIK GHATAK

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shapathdas/
subcontineu@gmail.com

A SEPARATION
ASGHAR FARHADI

4 MONTHS 3 WEEKS 2 DAYS
CRISTIAN MUNGIU
BREATHLESS
JEAN-LUC GODARD

»Cinemas will be saved through
subscription.«
SHAPATH DAS
Shapath was born and raised in Kolkata. He has been working as a film festival programmer for the last 6 years and is currently heading Arthouse Asia Film Festival as festival
director. It is South Asia’s one and only industry focused boutique film festival with a special
emphasis on harnessing innovation to empower independent filmmakers. Shapath is a qualified electronics engineer and blockchain researcher. He curates „Arthouse Beyonds“, an
initiative to enable rural Indian audiences to discover international arthouse films. He is a
Locarno Pro fellow and has been a panellist at CNC Pavilion at Cannes Film Festival.

L’ATALANTE
JEAN VIGO
THE COLOR OF POMEGRANATES
SERGEI PARAJANOV
VAGABOND
AGNÈS VARDA
WILDWOOD, NJ
RUTH LEITMAN
EX LIBRIS:
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
FREDERICK WISEMAN
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newfilmtool@protonmail.com
https://si.linkedin.com/in/marina-gumzi-a590b381

»I am still involved with the dream:
the future is in collaboration.«
MARINA GUMZI
Marina studied dramaturgy, performance studies and film production in Ljubljana, Berlin, and Paris.
In 2012, she took over the management of NOSOROGI, a Ljubljana-based micro‐studio for the
production of films by up-and‐coming authors. NOSOROGI‘s recent productions were presented at
TIFF, Rotterdam IFF, FID Marseille, and at Centre Pompidou, among other places.
By contributing as a producer and/or writer, Marina is presently focussing on creating projects
at the intersection of film and contemporary art, with a particular concentration on addressing the
issues of climate justice and conscious consumption.

ANNA HUTH
Anna is an assistant professor at the Kieslowski Film School of the University of Silesia in Poland. Since 2015, Anna has been creating and coordinating an international student short film
festival: Węgiel Film Festival, which in 2020 became the first online film festival in Poland. She
owns a small production and distribution company, Film ab, based in Berlin. As a production
manager, Anna worked on the documentary “Sonny“ by Paweł Chorzepa, which premiered
at IDFA in 2019 and won a Silver Hobby-Horse at the 2020 edition of Krakow Film Festival.
She is currently developing the documentary feature “Museum of Races” by Marcin Koszałka
at ESoDoc 2020.
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THE DOUBLE LIFE OF VERONIQUE
KRZYSZTOF KIEŚLOWSKI
THE ACT OF KILLING
JOSHUA OPPENHEIMER

anna.huth@us.edu.pl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anna-huth-00587499/

I AM NOT YOUR NEGRO
RAOUL PECK

12 ANGRY MEN
SIDNEY LUMET
INCEPTION
CHRISTOPHER NOLAN

COOPERATION
»Filmmaking is a risky endeavor and
designed not to be tackled alone.«

»The future is now, old man.«
Malcolm in the Middle

MY SUMMER OF LOVE
PAWEŁ PAWLIKOWSKI
ALL OVER ME
ALEX SICHEL
ledkasapi@gmail.com

STALKER
ANDREI TARKOVSKY
12:08 EAST OF BUCHAREST
CORNELIU PORUMBOIU
FISH TANK
ANDREA ARNOLD
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DUA

(in Albanian) one word to describe three different emotions
or all of them at once: need, want, love

LEDIONA KASAPI
Lediona is a film producer and distributor from Albania, based in Berlin, Germany. She originally graduated with a degree in law and started her career as a junior attorney. In 2013, Lediona switched to the field
of film production in Tirana. She gained relevant experience in international film markets in the scope of her
work at the Albanian National Center of Cinematography in 2015. In the same year, she was involved in
programming for DocuTIFF.
Lediona also served as head of sales and acquisitions at Kinostudio Dardan and managed the PR department for Korca Short Film Festival 2017.
As a filmmaker, she has written and directed three shorts.
In January 2020, she co-founded a digital distribution company, which she runs together with two other
NEXT WAVE participants.

UMBERTO D.
VITTORIO DE SICA
REAR WINDOW
ALFRED HITCHCOCK
PERSONA
INGMAR BERGMAN
THE DOUBLE LIFE OF
VERONIQUE
KRZYSZTOF KIEŚLOWSKI
FEMME FATALE
BRIAN DE PALMA

IOANNA KRYONA
Ioanna studied film studies and art history at Berlin’s Freie Universität. Her
festival experience includes the Intl. Film Festival of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki Documentary Film Festival, Duhok Intl. Film Festival in Iraq, where
she curated the International Competition Section, and Berlin’s Greek Film
Festival Hellas Filmbox, where she served as a head of programming for
three years. She is a script advisor and has a background in film production and PR. She has directed two short films and is currently developing
her third short, with the support of the Greek broadcaster ERT.
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Michelangelo Antonioni’s LA NOTTE

ioanna.kryona@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/ioanna-kryona-369669136

»It’s strange to realize only now that what
we give to others comes back to us«

MAX MINKOFF
Max Minkoff grew up in Melbourne, Australia. His career peaked at age 17, working
for his local video rental store where most of his foundational cinematic discoveries
were made. Since then he has worked in marketing and audience engagement for
the Melbourne and Sydney Film Festivals, and as part of the Australian Centre for
the Moving Image‘s Film Programming Department. His most recent contribution to
the world of cinema is a short documentary he co-produced with his ex-boyfriend,
where they filmed each other reflecting on their relationship and crying. It was a very
bad idea, in retrospect.
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maxcminkoff@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/max-minkoff-b53806173/

PIERROT LE FOU
JEAN-LUC GODARD
CRIES AND WHISPERS
INGMAR BERGMAN
FORBIDDEN GAMES
RENÉ CLÉMENT
GAMERA VS. GUIRON
NORIAKI YUASAA
A HOMOPHONE TO CALL HOME
JESSE LATTARULO

»You had a good go at it...
thanks for your input«

WARY

Kirstie Alley

BEAU TRAVAIL
CLAIRE DENIS
PAPRIKA
SATOSHI KON
LONGING
VALESKA GRISEBACH
M
FRITZ LANG
HOMO SAPIENS
NIKOLAUS GEYRHALTER

DISCOVER
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-plumeier-6369071a0/

»The relationship between film
and audience is a literal one.

With all the ups and downs you can imagine but with the certainty
that you need each other to survive.«

LISA PLUMEIER
Lisa strongly believes in the endless possibilities an interdisciplinary work environment can bring. She is
interested in a variety of aspects concerning the film and media sphere, especially in the distribution and
exhibition of projects as well as media consumption behaviour – observing audiences is her secret passion.
Up until now, Lisa has gained experience as a producer, directing assistant, story developer, scientific researcher, and film festival manager. Currently, she is working in the distribution office and the media science
department of the Film University Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF.

queraltponsserra@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/queralt-pons-serra/

COMMITMENT
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FIRE WILL COME
OLIVER LAXE
AN ELEPHANT SITTING STILL
HU BO
STROMBOLI
ROBERTO ROSSELLINI
PARIS, TEXAS
WIM WENDERS
SUMMER 1993
CARLA SIMÓN

»Being part of NEXT WAVE

isn’t about finding the answers to all the questions about the future,
but about working with 14 amazing film professionals, who are
friends now, facing all these challenges together.«

QUERALT PONS SERRA
Queralt Pons Serra holds a degree in film and media studies from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra
(Barcelona). For the past five years, Queralt worked at Catalan Films & TV, the promotional brand
for audio-visual works from Catalonia, as the head of the international short film promotion scheme
Shortcat and as a consultant specialising in international festivals and markets. At NEXT WAVE,
she has been developing her own international film consultancy, whilst researching the future of
the cinema experience (Kino Prototype) and forming part of the international collaborative agency
MORETHAN.

»Films exist only if they are seen.

So, my aim is to cultivate a love for cinema, and to reach those would-be
cinephiles who have not yet been exposed to the true wonder of the film medium.«
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mironaradu@gmail.com
www.FoC-IFF.com
www.linkedin.com/in/mironaradu

MIRONA RADU
Mirona Radu has been working in the film production and distribution industry,
including international film festivals, for almost ten years. Since February 2019,
she has been the programmer for the Peasant Museum Cinema in Bucharest.
Mirona has training and experience in the development of cultural knowledge
and intercultural interaction. She studied film directing, holds a master’s degree
in film production, and attended professional programmes such as NEXT WAVE,
Maia Workshops, CICAE Training, and other art residences in China, Italy, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, and Ukraine..

FESTEN
THOMAS VINTERBERG
TASTE OF CHERRY
ABBAS KIAROSTAMI
RASHOMON
AKIRA KUROSAWA
SOFIA‘S LAST AMBULANCE
ILIAN METEV
THE TURIN HORSE
BELA TARR

MAGDALENA ROTKO
Magda holds MA degrees from University of Glasgow and University College London, and
started her career as a trainee at CMI (an organisation incorporating Filmhouse Cinema and
Edinburgh International Film Festival). Since then, she has worked at world-class international film festivals, including London Film Festival and Toronto International Film Festival, in the
areas of distribution and international sales. In 2019, she decided to apply her skills to a new
role, by establishing her own business – the UK boutique distribution company Off The Hook
Distribution Ltd. Currently she is researching the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the film
industry, as well as working on Kika’s Kino and developing the MORETHAN agency.
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magda.rotko@hotmail.com
CLUELESS
AMY HECKERLING
WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF
A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN
PEDRO ALMODÓVAR
CLEO FROM 5 TO 7
AGNÈS VARDA
INNOCENT SORCERERS
ANDRZEJ WAJDA
THE RIDER
CHLOÉ ZHAO

CURIOSITY

PROJECTS
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THE FUTURE IS IN
COLLABORATION
THE FUTURE IS IN
COLLABORATION

ZERO
BUNKER

ZERO BUNKER IS AN ORGANIZATION THAT AIMS TO RAISE INTERNATIONAL
AWARENESS OF ALBANIAN-LANGUAGE FILMS ORIGINATING FROM ALBANIA
AND KOSOVO.

A primary challenge for Albanian and Kosovar films is
the struggle to gain visibility outside their country of origin, even though
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1) the number of well-received films originating from
Albania/Kosovo at international film festivals has significantly increased during the past five years and

The organization will have four permanent
agents: Thomas Logoreci (curator), Gledis Bica
(Tirana’s representative), Laura Buna (Pristina’s
representative) and Lediona Kasapi (international relations).

2) more than 50% of Albanian and Kosovar nationals
live abroad.
Zero Bunker will provide a list of activities that
1) will promote films in Albanian abroad,
2) will strengthen the knowledge and competence of
young Albanian and Kosovar film producers regarding
the international film market, and

A PROJECT BY

3) will build a firm community around films in Albanian, starting from the potential inherent in the Albanian
diaspora.
According to Albanian and Kosovar producers/filmmakers and the respective film centres, an organization
like Zero Bunker would be warmly embraced.
Zero Bunker will operate as a non-profit organization
with headquarters in Tirana, Albania. Initially, it will rely
on public funding to secure its financial sustainability;
later 70% of its total budget will be secured through private investors and merchandising.
In light of the current situation with the Covid-19 pandemic, Zero Bunker will double down on its efforts to
achieve its objectives and will strive to be flexible, in
order to fit in the “post-pandemic” world.

Lediona Kasapi_page 14

A PROJECT BY

RIGHT NOW, SOUTH ASIA IS THE FASTEST EMERGING MARKET IN THE WORLD, HOME OF 25%
OF THE WORLD POPULATION LIVING IN 8 COUNTRIES: AFGHANISTAN, BANGLADESH, BHUTAN,
INDIA, MALDIVES, NEPAL, PAKISTAN, AND SRI LANKA. IN TERMS OF THE FILM BUSINESS, IT IS
THE THIRD-LARGEST FILM MARKET IN THE WORLD, AND STILL EUROPEAN FILMS HAVE LITERALLY
ZERO FOOTPRINTS IN THE THEATRICAL MARKET HERE.

subcontineu@gmail.com

Shapath Das_page 11
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SUBCONTINEU
International sales agents have repeatedly failed to sell South Asian rights for European films with successful festival runs. While more than 60% of films at Indian
film festivals for the last 60 years have been European, conventional South Asian
distributors are not interested in European cinema.
SubcontinEU is an organisation for the training of new distributors with the clear
aim to boost the market share of high-quality European films inside the Indian
subcontinent (aka South Asia). European films need skilled distributors in this region, while sales agents need to have a better understanding of the South Asian
market. This is achievable through intimate workshops, co-distribution labs, and
frequent networking sessions. These well-trained distributors will increase the audience numbers as well as the revenue for European films.
Fundamental to SubcontinEU is not just promoting European cinema but cultural
and skill exchanges as well. European films are losing their market share in Europe due to various reasons. By embracing new technologies, SubcontinEU can
enable them to regain financial security and relevance. The project also opens
up new audiences for the films and creates new possibilities for dialogue. The
SubcontinEU co-distribution lab goes beyond conventional distribution methods:
it will inspire distributors to develop new solutions, as innovation is the only way
to break through the highly competitive Indian market.

Q

QUERALT PROVIDES TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS IN THE AREAS OF FESTIVAL DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING
AND MATCHMAKING FOR NON-MAINSTREAM AND AUTHOR-DRIVEN FEATURE AND SHORT FILMS.

INTERNATIONAL
FILM CONSULTANCY

Independent filmmakers and producers struggle to raise awareness for their projects at all stages of
production. Sales agents and worldwide rights holders have to be more creative when promoting
films these days, and festivals have become one of the best marketing tools for independent European
features and short films.
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But what is the best way to approach all these opportunities and challenges?
Successfully navigating through this field requires know-how, strategy, and a real understanding of
a particular film’s chances of being selected for a festival. It also requires a great knowledge of the
festival landscape and the programmers behind each event. In addition, having the right network can
make all the difference and enable a project to stand out from the overwhelming amount of content
produced every year.
Thanks to her previous experience and fresh outlook, Queralt will work to discover new talents that
have gone under the mainstream radar and to strengthen the distribution of projects in an early stage
of development, working closely with filmmakers and producers.
Queralt has chosen to focus on professionals in the territory of Catalonia, whose recent cinematic
output has been labelled by Variety as the Catalan New Wave, a new generation of filmmakers, predominantly female, who have developed their own authorial language and unique hybrid approach
to genres. She is open to taking on films from other countries, embracing the fact that many Catalan
films are realised as national or international co-productions.
Queralt will work alongside institutions to inspire new promotion initiatives and create a space for
these talents and their films within the international film industry landscape.

A PROJECT BY

Queralt Pons Serra_page 18

A PROJECT BY

Marina Gumzi_page 12

This tool facilitates a creation-by‐contribution model, by which multiple and multiform inputs
are gathered around a project from the start of its development continuing all the way to its
release.
A set of pre-designed functions enables users to publicly present their projects and queries,
tap into existing worldwide networks and communities connected with the subject, and invite
the members of these communities to actively contribute to the research and the making of the
projects – with their experience, knowledge, and materials.

NEW FILM
TOOL

I AM PROPOSING A MODULAR ONLINE TOOL THAT WILL ENABLE AUDIO-VISUAL STORYTELLERS CONCERNED WITH THE PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT, SUSTAINABLE
MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, CONSCIOUS CONSUMPTION, OR SOCIAL
JUSTICE TO BENEFIT FROM A NEWLY DESIGNED COLLABORATIVE CREATIVE PROCESS.

By enlarging and diversifying the field of contributors, the tool fosters global and communal
management of designated issues. Civic engagement in the creative process, in turn, makes
a bigger impact on addressing the causes in question as well as reinforcing the credibility of
individual projects. In the process, the tool provides a framework for audio-visual storytellers
to identify and engage with their first global audiences.
Primarily designed to meet the needs of documentary filmmakers, the tool is also open to
cause-driven and research‐based projects by contemporary artists working with moving images.
I am currently looking for collaborators to support the team with technological and business
expertise, and plan for the beta version of the tool to be launched in 2021.
More information: newfilmtool@protonmail.com
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MORETHAN WAS CREATED BY A GROUP OF FIVE INTERNATIONAL FEMALE PROFESSIONALS UNITED BY
A PASSION FOR FILM AND A COMMITMENT TO A COLLABORATIVE MODEL OF WORKING ACROSS THE
VALUE CHAIN. WITH THE FILM INDUSTRY BECOMING INCREASINGLY
GLOBAL, THEY SAW THE NEED FOR A NEW KIND OF FILM AGENCY, ONE
THAT TRULY OPERATES INTERNATIONALLY THROUGH A NETWORK OF
PARTNERS WORKING UNDER THE SAME COLLABORATIVE ROOF.

MORETHAN offers a variety of services for filmmakers, film festivals and markets, funding institutions,
and distributors internationally, in the areas of:
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 strategy: providing festival, market, P&A, audience
engagement, matchmaking, and funding strategies to
be implemented by the clients;
 representation: acquiring rights and officially representing a curated slate of films for the purpose of sales,
distribution, and festival handling;
 education: sharing knowledge and furthering the
education of film professionals in distribution, exhibition, and programming through workshops and participation in industry events; building and contributing
to a culture of collaboration and transparency in the
industry.
The different backgrounds of the company‘s founders
and their respective work experiences in different territories make MORETHAN a strong international player,
initially working across Europe, North and Latin America. It also supports the company‘s mission of championing talent and fresh ideas from around the world,
aiming to create truly international projects promoting
diversity and inclusivity.
MORETHAN also stands for transparency throughout
the value chain, from filmmaker to rights exploitation,
and for the 50/50 gender equality initiative, advocating fiercely for its implementation in all of the company’s projects.

MORE
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More information: www.morethan-films.com
Magda Rotko_page 20
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Watching a film together gives the viewers a chance to shape a common perspective of
the present and the future. These last few months have highlighted in an unprecedented
manner just how vital this feeling of community is. The Covid-19 pandemic has forced
movie theatres to close everywhere around the globe, pushing moviegoers to adapt their
movie-viewing habits. In response to this situation, many exhibitors have tried not only to
make films available, but also to recreate the sense of community and the dialogue with
their audiences that are essential to the cinematic experience.
KINO PROTOTYPE IS A RESEARCH PROJECT EXPLORING THE FUTURE OF THE COLLECTIVE CINEMA EXPERIENCE. BY DELVING INTO A RANGE OF
MODELS THAT MIGHT BE CAPABLE OF DELIVERING SAID EXPERIENCE, THIS RESEARCH AIMS TO ANALYSE BOTH THE VARIOUS INDUSTRY PRACTICES
IMPLEMENTED DURING THIS KEY PERIOD OF TRANSFORMATION AND USER BEHAVIOUR.

How can this period of experimentation help us reimagine the collective cinema experience in a post-Covid world?
By treating case studies of creative strategies implemented locally, the project intends to
map an uncharted territory, one composed in part of virtual screenings, watch parties,
experimental screenings conducted in movie theatres, and so on.
We believe that learning from the diverse range of models created during this period can
not only help us to thrive in new ecosystems, but also has the potential to reinforce the
power of cinema as a social and popular space.
Each screening is different and unpredictable.
Join us on Kinoprototype.com and don’t hesitate to get in touch. We are actively looking
for collective experiences from all over the world: contact @ kinoprototype.com

KINO
PROTOTYPE
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WELCOME TO KIKA’S KINO, THE AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT PROJECT AIMED AT INSPIRING,
EMPOWERING, AND CONNECTING YOUNG FEMALE AUDIENCES THROUGH CINEMA!
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Kika’s Kino was born out of a desire to create an engagement tool specifically designed
with female audiences aged 15-24 in Sweden in mind, for whom watching films is often
associated with streaming – now more so than ever.
With overwhelming amounts of content available 24/7, the role of the online curator is
crucial in recommending films to viewers. However, curators are usually attached to established platforms, or stop short at suggesting where to access the recommended films legally. Kika’s Kino is an app and website built around the personal and engaging profiles of its
curators, a diverse cohort of passionate individuals, whose watchlists are complemented
by a rich array of visual, audio, and editorial materials, including links of where to stream
the films. The watchlists and curators are refreshed every month, keeping the content alive
and breathing, and the platform is further enriched by a vibrant comments section, quizzes,
participatory social media, and a fanzine.
Together with the curators and the films, the users are at the heart of Kika’s Kino. Through
actively listening to their needs and preferences, insights are gathered to build on existing
knowledge of the demographic and to create a comprehensive audience overview. If you
would like to learn more about this, please feel free to write to us at kika@kikaskino.com!
Kika’s Kino was developed by NEXT WAVE’s Emma Caviezel and Magda Rotko, together
with team members in Sweden. We are looking for future curators and collaborators, and
would love to hear from you!

FILM PROXY IS A CREATIVE INCUBATOR FOR EMERGING POLISH BELOW-THE-LINE TALENT IN THE
AREAS OF CINEMATOGRAPHY, EDITING, SOUND, VISUAL EFFECTS, AND ANIMATION. IT PROMOTES
THESE TALENTS BY ORGANIZING A SERIES OF FREE, CURATED MATCHMAKING ONSITE EVENTS WITH
LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL FILM PRODUCERS, PRODUCTION HOUSES, AND FILM
DIRECTORS.

Film Proxy scouts for talent before it is recognized in the Polish film industry and helps its
recruits to navigate in the international industry and build their professional networks. Film
Proxy also offers onsite qualification sessions to keep its talent up-to-date with the latest developments in technology and aesthetics. Film Proxy’s talent are Polish film school graduates
with a personal portfolio and first experience in the industry. Film Proxy fulfils their need for
mentorship and helps them get noticed by the international industry.
The goal of Film Proxy is to make connections between international and local professional
audio-visual producers, production houses and directors, and emerging Polish film talent.
Film Proxy draws from the more than 40 years of experience of the Kieslowski Film School in
Poland, though it is not limited to the talent graduating from this school. The association with
the Kieślowski Film School allows Film Proxy to pursue its key objective of establishing the
participating talent within the industry, regardless of the monetary result.
Film Proxy offers tutoring and workshops that help the emerging Polish film talent to develop
their soft skills, but most importantly it offers opportunities to meet and network with international film industry professionals who are searching for skilled and reliable talent.

FILM PROXY
A PROJECT BY
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FROM THE BALTICS TO THE SOUTHERNMOST TIP OF AFRICA, FILM O’CLOCK INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL USES MERIDIANS
TO CONNECT AUDIENCES ACROSS CITIES, COUNTRIES, AND CONTINENTS.

Through simultaneous screenings and live Q&As, audiences are given the chance to experience a
film festival from miles away. FoC IFF will bring the Northern and the Southern Hemispheres together,
because the love of cinema stretches beyond our borders.
The first edition of the festival will launch on the 1st of December 2020 across five countries in the
UTC +2 meridian: Lithuania, Romania, Greece, Egypt, and South Africa.
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FILM
O’CLOCK

Individual five-day, on-site events will showcase films in the cinemas of each country. In order to
increase audience access, the films will be available afterwards on a VoD platform in the scope of
a five‐day online event additionally featuring discussions with filmmakers and other key industry
players.
Curated by representatives from each country, the festival selection will reflect the contemporary
issues faced by the respective countries, focus on the discovery of new voices, and highlight each
culture’s storytelling trends.
FoC IFF aims to make the film festival experience more accessible by eliminating expensive travel
fees and circumventing the “by invitation only” tradition. Films can serve as vehicles to communicate
emotions and ideas and enrich audience members’ understanding of themselves and others in the
process. By connecting different audiences in the same time zone, the interplay between films and
discussions is intended to instil empathy and broaden each country’s awareness of its fellow participants. Love and appreciation are cultivated as a result, not only for cinema, but also for our time-zone
neighbours. More information: www.FoC-IFF.com
Time to meet. It’s Film O’Clock.
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DoConnect considers documentary films to be strong communicative instruments that play a relevant role in the process of forming social, political, and ecological arguments, especially when
combined with one another and additional informative resources.
The platform targets users of the online film community that are already actively exchanging online. DoConnect appreciates their engagement in documentary films and the topics they treat by
expanding the users’ possibilities to educate themselves and share their ideas with each other. The
ecosystem of diverse texts and ideas works like an improved search engine, one that operates
under editorial oversight. Users can dive into a stream of in-depth content suggestions that are
selected from various areas of the internet and have a connection to the documentaries featured on
the site. In exchange with the community, every user can form their own thread of thoughts. To aid
in handling the amount of input that is provided, the service’s design focuses on presenting itself in
a visually pleasing, minimalist manner.
DoConnect is a platform for exchange between different users, but also for exchange between
filmmakers and their audiences, displaying the potential that communities possess to bring documentary films and formats to life.

DOCONNECT IS AN ONLINE CONTENT AGGREGATION PLATFORM FOR AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT OF SELECTED
DOCUMENTARY FILMS. IT REACHES AUDIENCES BY ENABLING THEM TO FOLLOW AND PARTICIPATE IN AN
INTERDISCIPLINARY, TRANSMEDIAL DISCUSSION ON CONTEMPORARY TOPICS.

DOCONNECT
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Covering March through June 2020, the report analyses the trends that emerged as the film industry grappled with adapting to a sudden and unprecedented period of change. With the closure of cinemas and cancellation of festivals
and markets, the industry largely turned to the digital realm for solutions such as
online film festivals, virtual cinemas and creative approaches towards audience
engagement. The report serves as an in-depth overview of this time and considers
the ways in which cinema - as an artform and business - may be changed forever.

C REPORT
THE C REPORT EXPLORES COVID-19’S IMPACT ON THE GLOBAL FILM INDUSTRY.
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CHANGES, CHALLENGES AND CONSEQUENCES FOR THE FILM INDUSTRY
FACING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

A PROJECT BY
The main topics covered include:
_the digitalisation of film festivals and markets;
_new approaches to windows and release strategies; and
Lorna Bösel_page 6

Magda Rotko_page 20

Max Minkoff_page 16

_audience engagement trends and strategies.
The findings of this report are based on the continuous observation of industry responses to the crisis, as well as more
than 20 interviews with film professionals. Film festival directors, sales agents, distributors, exhibitors and streaming
service representatives offer their reflections and predictions on this (hopefully) unique disruption of the industry.
The research has been conducted by professionals from
Germany, Australia and Poland with international experience in film festivals, sales and distribution - Lorna Bösel,
Magda Rotko and Max Minkoff. The project is supervised
by Johanna Koljonen (The Nostradamus Report).
Find out more at https://nextwave.dffb.de/

A PROJECT BY
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The Programmers’ Hub introduces CINEsymposium, a training platform for festival programming professionals
that enables a fruitful exchange between senior and junior programmers and thus aims to help shape consistent
curating alliances and a solid network of cinephiles. The platform is provided by the Programmers’ Hub, a networking initiative exclusively for programmers. Through one-on-one mentorships between seniors and juniors,
CINEsymposium will facilitate the transmission of knowledge from the current generation to the coming one and
vice versa, bridging the existing gap and promoting generational interaction. With CINEsymposium, the Hub
seeks to create a platform that transcends the limitations of traditional training by breaking down the hierarchical
roles of “trainee” and “trainer” and developing a learning model that acknowledges the giving and receiving
present on both sides. Being a programmer, irrespective of one’s profile or experience level, goes hand-in-hand
with an a priori love and passion for film. Shared cinephilia underpins the framework for the training, from which
dialogue and exchange will evolve. Junior programmers will get to know their senior counterpart’s curating approach, gain insight into the selection processes of established festivals, and find a forum for sharing their views
with experienced colleagues. At the same time, senior programmers will be able to connect with a young community that will give them access and insight into the latest audio-visual content trends and help them navigate the
digital world and its rapidly increasing impact on festivals.

THE CINESYMPOSIUM TRAINING WILL SERVE AS A SPACE OF REFLECTION ON THE PAST,
PRESENT, AND FUTURE OF CINEMA, CREATE A NETWORK OF TRUSTFUL RELATIONSHIPS,
AND MAKE NEW COLLABORATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES POSSIBLE.

CINE
SYMPOSIUM
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ABOUT THE PROJECTS
During the course of this first edition of NEXT WAVE, the 15 participants collaborated with industry
partners on four commissioned assignments with real-world impact and developed 12 personal
projects that are presented in this booklet.
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THE ASSIGNMENTS INCLUDED THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:
_ an outreach campaign, presenting interesting facts, conversations and findings to a
wider audience by means of a podcast + website titled “The Splash”;
_ a panel discussion on young audiences taking place at the DFFB;
_ the organisation of an interactive industry event themed “Challenging Distribution”
in collaboration with EFM Horizon;
_ as well as a marketing strategy for the film release of “The Orphanage” by Shahrbanoo Sadat together with Steppenwolf, the distribution branch of the Berlin Wolf
Kino. The latter could not be concluded due to the COVID-19 lockdown and closure of cinemas.

Over the course of nine months the NEXT WAVE participants evolved in the practical assignments,
networked at festivals and markets, gained deep insights in current film developments, met industry
experts in tailor-made seminars and, most importantly, developed their own business strategies or
research ideas by means of an innovative and interdisciplinary approach. In this endeavour, they
were mentored by the members of the Advisory Board as well as other industry experts. Find out
more about the cohort and their projects of NEXT WAVE 2019/2020 in the following pages.
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